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Reviewer's report:

Thank you for the opportunity in reviewing this article, I have some comments that might improve the article:

- I believe the correct term is paraesthesia/paresthesia instead of parathesia for abnormal dermal sensation as one of block complication

- "The duration of soft block and time …" Please use consistent capitalization (soft / SOFT)

- Please adhere to one English style either British or American English, as required from BMC

- This manuscript still got plenty of room for grammar and redactional improvement.

- Please refer to uploaded attachment for additional comments

Background

- Please give abbreviation note in brackets for first use (page 4, line 15 US-guided)

Methods

- Why did the authors use Bupivacaine 0.25% for SOFT block?

- ECG should be unabbreviated

Results

- Demographic data: for sex data, author could show the most prevalent group only

- How about the time to first effect after the block?
Discussion

- The paragraph punctuations and discussion could use more improvements and elaborations, written in a better flow and connecting previous studies with this study's findings rather than citing and mention their findings.

- Same topic paragraph could be merged

- As the authors stated that the SOFT block is a recent block, some background of the block could be added

**Are the methods appropriate and well described?**
If not, please specify what is required in your comments to the authors.

Yes

**Does the work include the necessary controls?**
If not, please specify which controls are required in your comments to the authors.

Yes

**Are the conclusions drawn adequately supported by the data shown?**
If not, please explain in your comments to the authors.

Yes

**Are you able to assess any statistics in the manuscript or would you recommend an additional statistical review?**
If an additional statistical review is recommended, please specify what aspects require further assessment in your comments to the editors.

I am able to assess the statistics

**Quality of written English**
Please indicate the quality of language in the manuscript:

Not suitable for publication unless extensively edited
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